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On the Compactness Criterion for Probability
Measures on Banach Spaces
By Jun KAWABE
Department of Information Sciences, Tokyo. Institute of Technology
(Communicated by KSsaku YOSIDA, M. J. A., Dec. 12, 1985)
1. Introduction. A compactness criterion for a set of probability
measures on a real separable Hilbert space was given by Prokhorov [11,
Theorem 1.14], in terms of their characteristic functionals. In this note
we shall prove that a natural generalization of Prokhorov’s result to
Banach spaces is not valid unless X is isomorphic to a Hilbert space. This
is also concerned with author’s paper [7].
The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor Hisaharu
Umegaki for many kind suggestions and advice..
2. Preliminaries. Let X be a real separable Banach space, X* its
topological dual space and _(X) the Borel a-algebra. By a random element
in X defined on a basic probability space (tg, /, P) we mean a measurable
mapping (tg,
P)-- (X, _(X)). Every random element
induces on
(X, .(X))the probability measure z-Po- which is called its distributian. A random element is said to be Gaussian if for each f e X*, ((.), f}
is a (possibly degenerate) real Gaussian random variables on (tg,
P).
We identify the set P(X) of all probability measures on (X, _(X)) with
the corresponding subset of C(X)* under the natural injection / e (X)

,

,

--1-Jx (x)z(dx),

e C(X), where C(X) is the Banach space of all bounded
continuous real functions on X. In this note we define the topology on
P(X) as the relative topology induced by the weak* topology on C(X)*.
Then (X) is a Polish space (see [11]). For each Z e (X) the characteristic
functional of Z is defined by
fi(f)= exp {i(x, f}}l(dx),
f e X*.

f

x

We shall denote by (X*, X) the Banach space of all nuclear operators
from X* into X with the nuclear norm ,(.) (see [4] and [12]). A nuclear
operator R" X*--.X is called an S-operator if it is positive, and symmetric,
i.e., (R f, f}_O for all f e X* and (R f, g}= (Rg, f} for all f, g e X*. Let
be a random element in X satisfying [l(w)[ P(do) c. Then the oper-

_1

ator

R:

X*--X defined by the equality

f <(o), f}(o)P(do)

(the integral is understood in the sense of Bochner) is an S-operaor, and
it is called the covariance o.perator of (see [2]).
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Let (’) be a sequence of independent standard Gaussian random
variables. A Banach space X is said to be of type 2 if for every sequence
(x) in X such that :__llxll oo, we have that the series
converges a.s. (=almost surely) and is said to be of co.type 2 if for every
sequence (x) such that the series o__ ’x converges a.s., we have
Xn I1 oo. We know that if X is of type 2 and of cotype 2 then it is
isomorphic to a Hilbert space (see [9]).
:. Main result. Let us recall that a subset A of a metric space, is
said to be relatively compact if every sequence in A contains a convergent
subsequence. Now we can state our result precisely"
Theorem. For a real separable Banach space X, the following assertions (a) and (b) are equivalent"
(a) X is isomorphic to a Hilbert space.
(b) A subset K of (_P(X) is relatively compact in (X) if (and only if)
each
0, there exists a family {S,. ;/ e K} of S-operators from X*
for
into X which satisfies the following two. conditions"
(i) 1-Refi(f)_(S.f, f}+ for.all f eX* and all leK.
(ii) The set {S,. [ e K} is relatively compact in (X*, X).
Before starting to prove theorem, we. should remark the following"
According to [1], the set {S,} of S-operators in (lq, l)(1/p+l/q=l, 2_p
oo) is relatively compact if and only if the set ((S,e, e}} is relatively
compact in l/, where {e} is a natural basis in lq. For p-2, a simple and
elementary proof of the above compactness criterion can be found in [6].
Using this criterion, together with Prokhorov’s result, we see that the
assertion (b) holds when X is a Hilbert space.. Therefore we may consider
the. assertion (b) as a natural generalization of Prokhorov’s result to
Banach spaces. When X-- l (2p oo), however, conditions (i) and (ii)
of the above theorem are not enough for the validity of the assertion (b)

,

(see [8]).

Pro.of of Theorem. From the above remark we have only to show the

-_ _

implication (b)@(a). According to Kwapiefi’s result [9] stated at the end
o preliminaries, it is sufficient to show that X is of type 2 and of cotype
2. Let (x) be a sequence in X such that ,__llxll4c and we define
random elements in X as ollows
n>_l,
(1)
n(’)=
(’)X,
where (’) is a sequence of independent standard Gaussian random variables. Now let us consider a sequence (S) of S-operators in (X*, X)
defined by
(2
(x, f}x,
f e X*, n 1.
Snf=
Then the set {S} is relatively compact in (X*, X). To see this it is. enough
to show that (S) is a Cauchy sequence in (X*, X). From (2) and the
definition of the nuclear norm we get for nm_l,
,(s s) _<
(3)
/ xll
Thus by (3) and the fact that }o__ ]lx]](o, we see that (S)>_, is a Cauchy

,=

.
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sequence. Let us denote by / the distribution of
calculation shows that

,j--1 (x, f)2

fin(f)-- exp

339

n

Then a routine

exp

which implies that
(4)
for all f e X*.
1--.fin(f) (Sf, f}
Thus by (4) and relative compactness of {S}, conditions (i) and (ii) of the
assertion (b) are satisfied, and hence we see that the set {Z} is relatively
compact in (X). Consequently, by [5] converges a.s., i.e., X is of type
2.
Next we prove that X is of cotype 2. Suppose to the contrary that
there exists a sequence (x) such that =yx converges a.s., but
(Without loss of generality we may assume that x0 for
]]xl[=
all ]1.) I we set a==[[x[ then a and also
According to the idea in [10, Theorem 2.3], we define a sequence (5) of
independent symmetrically distributed random elements in X with distributions such that

n

= .

a/x

(

_

.

( a/x)

P(=0)=I--

1

],xl

Ilx

5
a
Then, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, does not converge to 0 a.s. so that
diverges a.s.
(6)
Let us consider a sequence (S) defined by (2). A routine calculation
shows that each S= is the covariance operator of a Gaussian random element
Then, since converges, a.s., by [3, Theorem 1] S converges
in (X*, X), and hence the set {S} is relatively compact in (X*, X).
Now let us denote by 2= the distribution of n. Then a routine calculation
using (5) shows that ](f)=
(1-0), where

=

=

== = rx.

=

5
Since 01, we have

1--(f)
(7)

a

(f)=

=

1- COS

]x

(1--)1--:1

,

which implies that

11

hus by (7) and the relative compactness of {S}, conditions (i) and (ii)
the assertion (b) are satisfied, and hence we see that the set {i} is relatively
compact in (X). Consequently, by [g] converges a.s. and this contradicts (6). The roof is now complete.
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